Minding the Machines
On Values and AI in the Criminal Legal Space

There was but one passing reference to “core values” over the course of a recent U.S. Senate Judiciary hearing on artificial intelligence [AI] in criminal investigations and prosecutions.[1] This is typical. Even in spaces like the criminal legal system, where the specters of racial injustice and inhumanity loom so large, the technological sublimity of AI can be awfully distracting. People have long looked to technology to duck the hard problem of values. “[W]e have tended to believe that if we just had more information, we could make better policy,” observes University of Nevada’s Lynda Walsh in Scientists as Prophets. “But no matter how much data we could lay hands to—even if it were LaPlace’s Demon itself—values would still stand in the way.”[2]

If anything is clear about advanced AI, it is that there is much we don’t know and even more that we can’t begin to predict. Consider that the “generative AI” we have witnessed over the past 18 months—AI which produces autonomous human-impersonating content—was largely unforeseen. It’s now being attributed to AI’s “emergent abilities.”[3]

Across sectors, most observers acknowledge that AI is a game-changing technology. The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority is illustrative: using AI, it now processes “a peak volume of 600 billion transactions every day to detect potential abuses,” making the regulator “one of the largest data processors in the world.”[4] Tell-
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ingly, many of the people closest to the leading edges of AI development are sounding the loudest alarms about its capabilities. “Mitigating the risk of extinction from AI should be a global priority alongside other societal-scale risks such as pandemics and nuclear war,” warned the Center for AI Safety in 2023.\(^5\)

AI has the potential to supercharge, not mitigate, the uglier sides of humanity, much like, as one journalist puts it, “a fun-house-style… mirror magnifying biases and stripping out the context from which their information comes.”\(^6\) Advanced AI is “not just another technology,” contends Nick Bostrom, Director of the Future of Humanity Institute at the University of Oxford. It is not “another tool that will add incrementally to human capabilities.”\(^7\) Echoing countless dystopian projections of the future, the Center for AI Safety predicts AI systems will likely “become harder to control” than previous forms of technology; among other disquieting scenarios, these systems could “drift from their original goals” and “optimize flawed objectives.”\(^8\)

Electronic monitoring and risk assessments are cautionary tales.

The criminal legal space offers little refuge from these scenarios. “Artificial intelligence has the potential to be a permanent part of our criminal justice ecosystem,” writes the National Institute of Justice’s Christopher Rigano approvingly.”\(^9\) Roughly five million people in this country are under some form of mandated community supervision—probation, chiefly, but also parole—a phenomenon scholars have dubbed “mass supervision.”\(^10\) The National Institute of Justice identifies what it sees as opportunities for AI to facilitate real-time assessment of risk and need for this population, along with mobile service delivery and what the agency calls “intelligent tracking of individuals.” The Institute’s Eric Martin and Angela Moore offer the following biometric use case to illustrate the potential: “an AI wearable device could monitor biological data assessing an individual’s stress and mood and send alerts to the community supervision officer that the person may be in a risky situation.” They contend this would enable probation officers to focus their limited resources “with surgical precision at times when recidivism is most likely.” Complementing the current use of GPS-based electronic monitoring devices, they tout the potential for an AI-enhanced device to “engage with the individual to mitigate the precarious situation” before an officer can respond to a notification. For example, the AI might intervene “by encouraging the person to leave a risky location or engage in programming such as cognitive-behavioral therapy.”\(^11\)

Do these AI-enabled scenarios signify progress or existential risk? It depends on who you ask. “Artificial Intelligence in Criminal Court Won’t Be Precogs” reassures the Justice Innovation Lab’s Director of Analytics Rory Pulvino, invoking the future-anticipating abilities of some of the characters in the Hollywood thriller, Minority Report. While Pulvino cautions that “without proper oversight, even...innocuous systems may perpetuate or worsen biases in the criminal justice system,” the reference to popular culture is intended to temper some of the more
dystopian fears about AI.\textsuperscript{[12]} In *The Atlantic*, technology and civil-rights lawyer Frederick Pinto offered the sobering observation that, in legal systems, “less humanity could lead to more fairness.”\textsuperscript{[13]} But Paige Collins and Matthew Guariglia of the Electronic Frontier Foundation are less sanguine. In “Cops Running DNA-Manufactured Faces Through Face Recognition Is a Tornado of Bad Ideas,” they caution of “dangerous technology.”\textsuperscript{[14]}

Whether AI represents a qualitative, or merely quantitative, evolution from previous implementations of big data in the criminal legal space doesn’t change the fatal “garbage in, garbage out” phenomenon that undermined the erstwhile promise of risk assessment algorithms.\textsuperscript{[15]} Our models are only as good as the data feeding them—if that data is marred by systemic racism (in, say, policing, prosecution, or sentencing), then the outcomes generated by AI will be similarly marred.

**AI could supercharge, not mitigate, the uglier sides of humanity.**

Reflecting a pragmatic position in a piece for the American Bar Association, Judge Herbert B. Dixon Jr. (Ret.) observes that “AI is here to stay and will play an increasing role in our personal lives and the criminal justice system.” He aims for a middle ground: “We cannot look away from the potential it offers in improving law enforcement and our courts. It may be necessary, however, to step back and take stock of AI’s implications.”\textsuperscript{[16]}

One thing is for certain: criminal legal reformers need to be actively and mindfully engaged in the proliferation of AI.

“Technology is not neutral,” headlines the Smithsonian in its AI Values Statement.\textsuperscript{[17]} Translation: there is no perch above the fray. By way of a framework for engagement, we offer three preliminary recommendations, which we hope will be further refined and expanded in the days ahead through cross-sector dialogue, reflection, and application on the ground.

**Prioritize values over technology.** In 2012, inspired by Michael Lewis’s book on the application of big data to baseball,\textsuperscript{[18]} the criminal legal reform field became enamored by the prospect of “Moneyballing Criminal Justice” through the use of predictive risk assessment algorithms.\textsuperscript{[19]} Yet there was scant discussion about the values that should guide and constrain the use of so-called “evidence-based, neutral information” to inform decisions that would affect people’s liberty interests.\textsuperscript{[20]} With a 2018 op-ed in *The New York Times* titled “The Newest Jim Crow,” Michele Alexander helped to spur that discussion, leveling the critique that risk assessment algorithms “appear colorblind on the surface but they are based on factors that are not only highly correlated with race and class, but are also significantly influenced by pervasive bias in the criminal justice system.”\textsuperscript{[21]} Alexander was in some respects echoing warnings sounded by *ProPublica* in a pioneering analysis of racial bias in risk assessment tools in 2016,\textsuperscript{[22]} and yet many in the field were brought up short. Indeed, that belated awakening was something of a tell: the practice of algorithmic risk assessment remains widespread today\textsuperscript{[23]} and efforts to foreground values appear to have come too little, too late.\textsuperscript{[24]}
The result is a practice that remains fraught and polarizing.\textsuperscript{[25]}

AI can only be tamed by the stubborn application of human values.

Or consider a seemingly benign technology like the global positioning system [GPS], the product of military and civilian partnerships in the early 1970s, which in 1983 would find its way onto the ankle of the first electronically-monitored person in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Decades later, electronic monitoring is ubiquitous in the criminal legal system and is increasingly viewed by critics of its rise not as an alternative to mass incarceration but as an extension of it.\textsuperscript{[26]} Many reformers rightly point out that an ankle bracelet is preferable to a prison cell,” argued Alexander in her 2018 piece. “Yet I find it difficult to call this progress. As I see it, digital prisons are to mass incarceration what Jim Crow was to slavery.”\textsuperscript{[27]} Perhaps the field should have anticipated the harms this technology would engender, but the Albuquerque Metropolitan Court judge’s immediate desire to arrange for a house arrest in 1983—and many more judges and prosecutors to follow—eclipsed any consideration of values. Efforts to implement policies to mitigate the harms of monitoring are still playing catch-up.\textsuperscript{[28]}

The implementation of AI is well underway in criminal legal systems, including ever more complex risk assessment algorithms,\textsuperscript{[29]} but there is still an opportunity—and an urgent need—to advocate for a values framework that prioritizes transparency, fairness, and the wellbeing of individuals and communities.\textsuperscript{[30]} To avoid the problems described above, only a deep front-end commitment to values will suffice.

**Stay active, curious, and informed about technology.** AI is unlike any technology humankind has ever encountered. Its black boxes contain more than the comparatively simple codes, formulae, and algorithms of our past; they metabolize vast repositories of our interpretations, decisions, preferences, and biases—and they generate content.\textsuperscript{[31]} This poses a challenge to criminal legal reformers who, when it comes to technology, tend toward passivity and indifference. This may be because reformers, who are rarely technologists or data scientists by training, often use technologies developed for other purposes—they are rarely at the product design tables contributing to how the technology can best serve those who will use it or be impacted by its use.

Compounding matters, some technologists behind AI maintain there is a trade-off between AI’s accuracy and its comprehensibility or “explainability,” i.e., AI becomes “more optimal” the more its complexity eludes our understanding.\textsuperscript{[32]} Yet as Duke University’s Brandon L. Garrett and Cynthia Rudin point out: “black box AI performs predictably worse in settings like the criminal system.” They make the case for “glass box” AI systems “designed to be fully interpretable by people” such as judges and attorneys.\textsuperscript{[33]} Yet even inside a glass box, it will take sustained effort for criminal legal reform writ large to understand AI well enough to influence its trajectory. And it will require a similar effort for practitioners and advocates to develop an understanding of how AI tools can and will
inevitably fail, and how the resulting harms can be mitigated through policy and regulation.\[^{[54]}\]

**Resist the siren song of efficiency long enough to weigh unintended consequences.** Criminal legal systems are notoriously under-resourced and overwhelmed. AI purports to create efficiencies in operations without the appreciable budgetary requirements of human staffing. Some of these efficiencies would be routine—analogous to the financial regulator’s newfound capacity for 600 billion daily transactions. Others could prove expansive, with the potential to keep more people from experiencing the traumas of incarceration.

With respect to bias identification and mitigation, for example, AI could be used to analyze the text of laws, sentencing guidelines, court decisions, transcripts, and other relevant documents to identify linguistic patterns, wordings, or criteria that may encode or enable racial biases in charging and sentencing. By surfacing these, AI could point toward alternative language and help prompt changes to make the system more equitable. Relatedly, AI has the potential to highlight racial disparities at scale—analyzing datasets to identify where people of color are receiving significantly harsher sentences compared to their white counterparts for similar crimes. AI could uncover many specific cases of racially biased extreme sentencing and accelerate advocacy for new sentencing guidelines. And for incarcerated people, AI could expedite petitions for compassionate release and clemency, as well as second-look initiatives. AI could help analyze and summarize large volumes of applicant case files, quickly identifying strong candidates for a second chance and generating summaries that facilitate faster reviews by pardon boards, judges, or executives with the authority to modify sentences. This could help get more people out of prison more quickly.

In the pretrial space, AI could be used to finally realize the potential of ability-to-pay determinations and transform how lengthy rap sheets are reviewed and analyzed in bail hearings to surface evidence of such ills as bad police stops, disparate policing practices, the criminalization of mental illness, anti-trans enforcement... The list could go on.

**Unintended consequences follow any introduction of new technology.**

These are all welcome applications of AI to the criminal legal space, ones where the technology would have no direct negative bearing on people’s liberty interests, to the contrary. Yet we must heed the lessons of algorithmic risk assessment and electronic monitoring alluded to above—the consequences, often unanticipated and unintended, that flow from any introduction of new technology to the justice space. Consequences such as the exacerbation of racial and ethnic disparities in jails and prisons and a marked extension of the carceral system beyond its brick-and-mortar facilities.

The field must proceed warily before jumping headlong into AI’s mind-bending functionality. Although there are countless regulatory schemes to be devised, we reiterate that a shared values framework—what does a jurisdiction want to use AI for—is our best bet for
guiding the responsible development and use of AI in the criminal legal context.

**Moving Forward**

Innovations in data science and technology have generally proved polarizing in the criminal legal reform space. While many systems rush to overreliance, reformers and advocates for the incarcerated often cry foul, foreseeing unintended consequences and old carceral wine in new Orwellian bottles. Students of the best twentieth-century writing on technology will be quick to point out that technology has never been merely a “tool”—a neutral apparatus for, in this instance, the administration of justice. But even viewed through that capacious lens, AI is a different beast, one that will not be tamed via additional technology, but only by the stubborn effort to harness it through the application of human values. “Achieving technical design that soundly incorporates values requires not only competence in the technical arts and sciences,” Dartmouth College professor Mary Flanagan and colleagues conclude. It demands “a reflective understanding of the relevant values and how these values function in the lives of people.” This is the only ground from which we can attempt to maximize AI’s potential for good and minimize its potential for harm. It is here that we need to double-click.
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